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Abstract 
  The goal of this research is to develop and test a hopper flying device. The machine is 

essentially a helicopter inside a spherical shell. The performance goals are to travel the longest 

horizontal trajectory and have the highest lift capacity on a full battery charge. The report 

contains a description of all the experiments conducted and an analysis of the data. 

Experiments were done on a commercially available flying device called the “ballcopter”. The 

ballcopter tests were done on two different control methods, using a weight and using a 

propeller. It was found that using the weight control method the ballcopter flew on average 

200 feet farther than ball copter using a propeller. This report also describes the final design 

that will be used for the GT team to use for Rescuebots. The final design is an improved version 

of the original Hopper that uses a more powerful motor and a larger rotor radius 

Introduction 
The purpose of this research is to maximize the distance traveled by an airborne device 

known as the Flying Hopper or simply the “hopper”. This device is a concept being investigated 

by the group known as Rescuebots. The team’s objective for Rescuebots is to build an 

autonomous device which is to be placed inside a tube of dimensions 9.5 inches long and 5.75 

inches in diameter. The tube is then inserted into a rocket and launched 12,000 feet in the air. 

The device is ejected from the rocket, and must navigate autonomously to a target location. 

The device can use any mode of transportation (gliding, parachute, hopping, flying, wheel 

based transportation, etc.).  The weight for the device must be no more than 1.8 kilograms. The 

GT team will work with schools from South Korea, Hungry, India, and Greece. The device itself 

must be compact enough to fit in the tube and have enough power to last the entire time when 

it reaches the location. 

 

Figure 1: Beyer's Original Hopper Design 



The hopper is a helicopter like robot that uses two coaxial propellers and a weight to 

control the direction of travel.  It is enclosed inside a wire cage for shock resistance. A 

photograph of the original hopper is in Figure 1. The hopper was originally designed by Eric 

Beyer for his thesis [1], the new design in contrast to Beyer’s design needs to have more thrust 

and better battery life.  The difficulty with this design is that the rotors do not have a 

substantial amount of thrust while maintaining the dimension constraints. Both the power of 

the motor and the size of the blades will be a contributing factor for thrust. This will be a 

challenge to overcome. Another challenge to overcome is the endurance of the hopper’s 

battery.  The device will be launched a considerable distance from the target location. There 

needs to be a  battery with enough energy to make it to the target location without running out 

of power. Another challenge is weight; the more weight there is the more power the hopper 

has to produce to stay in the air. The total weight of the hopper needs to be as light as possible 

otherwise the hopper’s battery will be used up much faster. Finally, the hopper will have to be 

small enough to contain all the electrical component sensors, motors, batteries etc. and still be 

able to fit into the rocket. 

The following sections contain an experiment overview that will explain each of the 

experiments that were performed and how they were conducted. Raw data will be presented 

to compare different designs based on the original hopper and see which ones were most 

effective in achieving the goals of the research. 

Experiments 
The experiments were conducted with a commercially available product called the R/C 

UFO ballcopter shown in Figure 2. The reason for using this is because this made it easier to 

replace if it was damaged. It also allowed us to use multiple ball copters with identical 

specifications so as to have controlled variables.  

 

 
Figure 2: R/C UFO Ballcopter. Accessed online, 3-12-2013 

Available <http://www.thinkgeek.com> 

propeller 



Table 1: Angle/Burst Distance Test 

 

There were two main control methods. One was an unmodified ballcopter which would 

steer using the coaxial propellers and the small propeller mounted on the top of the ball. A 

simplified conceptual sketch of this is in Figure 3 a). The second method was attaching a weight 

to the equator of the ball copter to make it tilt forward as it was flying, the hopper moves 

horizontally by tilting in that direction. The design is shown in Figure 3 b). The first experiment 

tested which design was able to fly the longest distance in small bursts of thrust. Finding out, 

however, which angle the ball copter should be launched and the duration of each burst 

needed to be explored.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Experiment 1: Angle/Burst Duration Distance Test 

 

 Angle of launch (degrees)  

Duration of bursts 
(seconds) 

10 20 30 

0.5 34” 54” 89” 

1 leveled out 63” 112” 

1.5 leveled out 70” leveled out 

2 leveled out leveled out leveled out 

Figure 3: Ballcopters  

a): ballcopter  unmodified 

Propeller 

Coaxial 

propellers  

Cage 

Base 

Cage 

Weight 

b): ballcopter with weight 

Coaxial 

propellers  

Base 



 

The first experiment involved using an unmodified ballcopter. The purpose of the test 

was to see which combination of launch angle and burst duration would achieve the longest 

distance. This ballcopter was oriented at different angles starting from 0 degrees and moving 

up 10 degrees stopping at 30 degrees. The second variable was the duration of thrust burst. 

The burst was to start 0.5 seconds and move up in increments of 0.5 seconds stopping at 1.5 

seconds. The reason the bursts were not tested beyond 1.5 seconds is because the ball copter 

would level out and ascend vertically. It was also noted that the advertised maximum battery 

capacity is 5 minutes; therefore, minimizing the burst duration to get the maximum distance 

was needed. It was found that a combination of 30 degrees with a burst of 1 second produced 

the longest hop of 112 inches. The entire table of results can be seen in Table 1.   

 

Experiment 2: Propeller vs. Weight endurance test 

The next part of the experiment involved using two different ball copters to see which 

control method was better. Both ball copters were slightly modified by having a screw on the 

bottom of each ball copter so as to maintain the 30 degree launch angle when resting on the 

ground. The tests were performed by placing the ball copter on the ground and repeatedly 

hopping by bursting the thrust for 1.0 seconds until the ball copter ran out of power. The 

experiments were done in the MaRC building.  The design with the weight control method 

achieved a travel distance of 1536 feet while the propeller-only design traveled 1376 feet a 

difference of about 200 feet. 

 

Experiment 3: Single hop distance test 

The next part of the experiment was to perform single hop tests with both of the 

ballcopters using a MATLAB video tacking program was used to measure the flight path of the 

ballcopters. The program tracked the motion of the ball copter and plotted the position of the 

ballcopter. This was used to precisely measure the distance that each ballcopter achieved in a 

single hop. This program was coded by Dr. Joshua Vaughan and modified by James Potter. The 

tests involved recording several runs with each ball copter and calculating which method, 

weight or propeller, achieved the longest trajectory before leveling out. Examples of the 

ballcopters trajectories with the weight and propeller can be seen on the plots in Figure 4 a) 

and Figure 4 b).  By finding the number of pixels between a known distance, and calculating the 

scale in meters per pixel, the distance traveled by each ballcopter was determined. A table of 



data for the propeller method and the weight method can be seen in Table 3 a) and 3 b). In a 

single hop, it was found that the propeller control method achieved an average distance of 3.33 

meters while the weight method achieved an average distance of 4.42 meters. That is an entire 

meter greater than the propeller control method. This data clearly indicates that the weight has 

a better maximum distance as well as a better overall flight path for a single hop. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: MATLAB plots 

a): Weight Control Method 

b) Propeller Control Method 



Base 

Coaxial propellers 
Cage 

Weight 

Figure 5: half cage modified 

ballcopter  

 

a): Propeller Single Hop Test 

Run with Propeller Total Distance (meters) 

1 3.11 
2 3.25 

3 3.47 
4 3.32 

5 3.50 
 average = 3.33 

 

b): Weight Single Hop Test 

Run with Weight Total Distance (meters) 

1 3.28 
2 4.73 

3 3.41 
4 4.47 

5 5.36 

6 5.41 
7 4.26 

 average = 4.42 

 

Experiment 4: Half-Cage Ballcopter Endurance Test 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 



The next experiment involved taking off the top cage of the ballcopter, as illustrated 

Figure 5 to save weight and perform the same distance tests that were performed in 

Experiment 2. It was observed that the ballcopter traveled a total distance of 3956 feet, over 

twice the distance traveled by the full cage ballcopter. This result clearly demonstrates that 

weight is a very crucial design feature. Despite this however the ballcopters that were used did 

not have enough thrust to perform well in Rescuebots. 

Experiment Discussion 
 

Experiment 1: Angle/Burst Duration Distance Tests 

Choosing which angle and thrust burst was crucial because it can greatly affect the 

possible distance. The batteries equipped in the ball copters do not have enough energy; 

therefore, a burst that was less than 3 seconds was ideal. If the thrust is held too long then the 

ballcopters would begin to level out and ascend vertically, when this happens energy is being 

wasted. The optimum launch angle was found to be 30 degrees. 

Experiment 2 Propeller vs. Weight Endurance Test 

The endurance tests were originally to be done outside in the SAC fields; however it was 

observed that the ball copter would suffer from lag. The response to thrusts commands was 

delayed several seconds. At times the ball copter would continue ascending after the remote 

control was not doing anything. After further investigation, it was found that the interference 

was coming from the sun. The UFO ball copters use infrared, transmitters and receivers to 

communicate. In a shaded area or on a cloudy day the ball copters would work fine. However, 

in direct sunlight the ball copters were nearly useless; there was terrible lag in the response of 

the ballcopters. This is why the ballcopter experiments needed to be done inside the MaRC. The 

results in this experiment show that the weight method could travel about 200 feet farther 

than the propeller. This could be from the fact that the propeller which is mounted on the top 

of the ball copter would deplete some of the battery energy. It may seem like a small amount, 

but it was enough to make the ball copter lose precious energy. 

Experiment 3: Single Hop Distance Test 

Tests using the MATLAB program were done to see which ball copter could achieve the 

longest trajectory per burst of thrust, combining this test with the previous endurance test the 

most ideal longest range traveling ball copter could be found. Referring back to Table 3 the 

weight method had a longer average trajectory than the ball copter using the propeller. In 

addition, the MATLAB plots show that the weight method had a smoother flight path than the 



propeller method. The reason for this is because the weight method would cause the ball 

copter to tilt forward in the same direction every time, there was consistency with the control 

method, in contrast the propeller would have to constantly correct the flight path and 

sometimes the propeller would point in the opposite direction of the flight path and degrade 

the flight path. 

Experiment 4: Half Cage Ballcopter Endurance Test 

Because the weight proved to be a better control method the experiments were 

performed only with the weight method. Experiment 4 is similar to experiment 2 in that it was 

an endurance test to see how far the ball copter can travel on a full charge the only difference, 

however, was the ball copter needed to have its weight reduced. The top cage was removed 

and tests were conducted. It was found that with the cage removed the ball copter travelled 

nearly twice as far than the fully caged ball copter.  This was an important observation because 

the experiment showed that to maximize the performance of the ball copter, it needed to have 

a high power to weight ratio. 

 At this point of the research it was clear that the current ball copter being used was not 

the best fit.  In Rescuebots there are a lot of electronic components that need to be added to 

the final device to function, such as circuit boards, a GPS transmitter, and a data logger. This 

adds a considerable amount of weight, and the lifting capacity of the current ball copter (even 

with the cage removed) was very limited. The final design needs to have a more powerful 

motor and a longer blade diameter. A more powerful motor is obvious, but longer blades are 

not as intuitive. The equation for approximate thrust is    L
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the Thrust and R is the radius of the blades. Ignoring the rest of the variables and focusing only 

on R it can be seen that T is directly proportional to R3. Given the experimented testing and 

theoretical analysis, it was concluded that a different model needed to be used. 

Final Design 
 

A more powerful hopper is being constructed using a CX3 model helicopter. A custom 

base was 3-D printed for mounting the CX3, but the rest of the motors and rotors will be used 

directly from the CX3. The new hopper will not use a weight to control direction as the previous 

model did. Instead the hopper comes equipped with a swash plate. During a test flight; it was 

observed that the hopper path flew smoothly and was easily controllable.  Experiments will not 

be done on this new final hopper because it is beyond the scope of this research; however, the 

hopper is going to be used as one of the designs for RescueBots. Pictures of the new hopper are 



seen in Figures 6 and 7.  Figures 8 and 9 show the hopper being placed inside the tube. CAD 

drawings of the hopper’s plastic base that was 3-D printed can be seen in Figure 10.  

Conclusion  
 

The experiments conducted on the ballcopter indicated that using a combination of 30 

degrees with a burst duration of 1 second achieved the longest flight path before leveling out. It 

was found that a weight control method had a better overall flight path both in the distance 

traveled and the efficiency of the flight path. Reducing the weight of the ball copter by 

removing the top half of the cage increased the flight path further yielding a total distance of 

more than double. The final Hopper was improved by using a more powerful motor with a 

longer rotor diameter and a swash plate control method. 

 

 

 Figure 6: hopper 



  
Figure 7:  hopper with half cage 

added 

Figure 8: Hopper being fitted inside tube 

Figure 9:  Hopper inside tube 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 10: CAD of plastic piece  
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